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ABSTRACT
We describe and analyze a dataset that comprises horse movement.
Data was collected during horse riding sessions and when the
horses freely roamed the pasture over 7 days. The dataset com-
prises 1.8 million 2-second data samples from 18 individual horses,
of which 93303 samples from 11 subjects were labeled. Sensor de-
vices were attached to a collar around the neck of the horses while
the orientation was not fixed. The devices contained a 3-axis ac-
celerometer, gyroscope, and magnetometer that were sampled at
100Hz. To demonstrate how this dataset can be used, we evalu-
ated a Naive Bayes classifier with leave-one-out validation. Our
results show that a performance of 90 % accuracy can be achieved
using only the 3D acceleration vector as input. Furthermore, we
demonstrate the effect of increased complexity, parameter tuning,
and class balancing on classification performance and identify open
research challenges. The complete dataset is available online with
open access at the 4TU.Centre for Research Data [9].
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1 INTRODUCTION
The behavior of animals contains a tremendous wealth of informa-
tion that not only provides insights into their life and well-being,
but also their environment [2, 8, 12, 14, 16]. Animal activities can
be classified from motion data [10, 12]. In this paper, we describe
the collection process of a horse movement dataset, provide a brief
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evaluation, and discuss research challenges in the area of Animal
Activity Recognition (AAR) that can be investigated using this
dataset.

We chose to monitor horses that were ridden in an equestrian fa-
cility because they are exercising various activities over the course
of a day. This could ease the task of collecting and labeling relatively
large amounts of movement data from several activities and resulted
in a more balanced dataset for different gaits. The dataset contains
labeled data from activities that are very similar but slightly dif-
ferent, e.g. the difference in gait with- and without a rider on the
horse. The largest part of our dataset is unlabeled data (denoted
by null). This dataset is particularly suitable to benchmark unsu-
pervised representation learning algorithms for AAR. Paper [13]
on unsupervised representation learning for AAR uses part of this
dataset. Other use cases for the dataset include: gait analysis and
comparison, feature selection for AAR, and transfer learning. The
data might be useful to validate AAR methods for other quadruped
animals within the Equidae family, such as donkeys or zebras.

To demonstrate how this dataset can be used we trained and
tested a Naive Bayes (NB) classifier. We demonstrate the effect of
increased complexity in the classification problem on the perfor-
mance of the classifier. Dealing with class imbalance is an ongoing
and important area of research inmachine learning [4, 5]. Therefore,
we evaluate the classifier with and without balancing the dataset
and discuss the research challenges.

2 DATA ACQUISITION AND LABELING
Movement data was collected from 18 individual horses that per-
formed 17 different activities described in Table 1. All experiments
with the animals complied with Dutch ethics law concerning work-
ing with animals. Ground truth was collected by cameras during
riding sessions. More natural activities were observed while they
were left to roam freely in an outdoor pasture as shown in Figure 1.
A sensor device from Gulf Coast Data Concepts [3] was attached

Figure 1: Two subjects during the outdoor collection process

to the neck by means of a collar fabricated from hook and loop
fastener. The location was chosen so that the sensors could be worn
without a saddle or halter. Additionally, this position is often used
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Table 1: Observed daytime activities exercised by horses

Activity Description

Standing Horse standing on 4 legs, no movement of head, standing still
Walking
natural

No rider on horse, the horse puts each hoof down one at a time,
creating a four beat rhythm

Walking
rider

Rider on horse, the horse puts each hoof down one at a time, creating
a four beat rhythm

Trotting
natural

No rider on horse, 2 beat gait, one front hoof and its opposite hind
hoof come down at the same time, making a two-beat rhythm,
different speeds possible but always 2 beat gait

Trotting
rider

Rider on horse, 2 beat gait, one front hoof and its opposite hind hoof
come down at the same time, making a two-beat rhythm, different
speeds possible but always 2 beat gait

Galloping
natural

No rider on horse, one hind leg strikes the ground first, and then the
other hind leg and one foreleg come down together, the the other
foreleg strikes the ground. This movement creates a three-beat
rhythm

Galloping
rider

Rider on horse, can be right or left leaning, one hind leg strikes the
ground first, and then the other hind leg and one foreleg come down
together, the the other foreleg strikes the ground. This movement
creates a three-beat rhythm

Jumping All legs off the ground, going over an obstacle
Grazing Head down in the grass, eating and slowly moving to get to new

grass spots
Eating Head is up, chewing and eating food, usually eating hay or long

grass
Head
shake

Shaking head alone, no body shake, either head up or down

Shaking Shaking the whole body, including head
Scratch
biting

Horse uses its head/mouth to scratch mostly front legs

Rubbing Scratching body against an object, rubbing its body to scratch itself
Fighting Horses try to bite and kick each other
Rolling Horse laying down on ground, rolling on its back, from one side to

another, not always full roll
Scared Quick sudden movement, horse is startled

in studies that monitor wildlife such as zebra [6] which increases
the usability of our dataset for research related to other animals.
The orientation of the sensors was not fixed to be able to evalu-
ate AAR approaches that are robust against the sensor orientation.
Different colors were used for the collars to ease the identification
of the horses in the videos. The sensor devices contained a 3-axis
accelerometer, gyroscope and magnetometer with a sampling rate
of 100Hz.

The data was annotated with our labeling tool [11, 12] that is
publicly available online [7]. Videos were synchronized with sensor
data using metadata. Annotations were added by clicking on the
visualized movement data. When a horse was performing multiple
activities simultaneously, the activity that was mainly exercised
was chosen as the label. For example, when a horse was eating while
slowly walking, this activity was labeled as grazing, because the
movement is part of the grazing behaviour. To minimize ambiguity
in the labeling, all labeled datawere visually inspected and corrected
by a single person. The data from 6 subjects and 6 activities were
labeled more extensively.

2.1 Dataset
The complete dataset is available online with open access at the
4TU.Centre for Research Data [9]. The data is organized in segments
of continuous raw sensor data. Each segment has a unique identifier.
Segments can have a varying length that depends on how long the
subject exercised a given activity. The maximum segment length is
10 seconds because this improves the class balance when separating
segments into train, tune, and test sets prior to windowing [12].

Each row in the dataset denotes one raw data sample. The columns
of the dataset are described in Table 2 along with the sensor settings.

Table 2: Column description

Column
name

Description Sampling
rate (hz)

Range

Ax Raw data from accelerometer x-axis 100 8g
Ay Raw data from accelerometer y-axis 100 8g
Az Raw data from accelerometer z-axis 100 8g
Gx Raw data from gyroscope x-axis 100 2000 °/s
Gy Raw data from gyroscope y-axis 100 2000 °/s
Gz Raw data from gyroscope z-axis 100 2000 °/s
Mx Raw data from compass (magnetometer) x-axis 12
My Raw data from compass (magnetometer) y-axis 12
Mz Raw data from compass (magnetometer) z-axis 12
A3D l2-norm (3D vector) of accelerometer axes 100
G3D l2-norm (3D vector) of gyroscope axes 100
M3D l2-norm (3D vector) of compass axes 12
label Label that belongs to each row’s data
segment Each activity has been segmented with a maximum

length of 10 seconds. Data within one segment is con-
tinuous. Segments have been numbered incrementally.

subject Subject identifier

A summary of the data distribution is shown in Table 3. Each
sample was obtained by windowing the activity segments with
a window length of 2 seconds and 50 % overlap. We aggregated
the data listed in Table 3 and grouped some of the activity classes.
Figure 2 shows a visual representation of the data distribution over
three statistical summary features. It can be seen that data clusters
are overlapping and activities such as galloping and head-shake
are more scattered.

Table 3: Amount of data samples per (grouped) activity. Each
sample denotes a 2 second window of raw data.

Activity null standing walking-rider walking-natural trotting galloping eating other total

nr samples 1191658 5297 35425 3609 25782 4036 18110 1044 1284961
fraction of la-
beled

6% 38% 4% 28% 4% 19% 1%

Figure 2: 3D data distribution over: frequency entropy, most
dominant frequency component, and standard deviation.

3 EVALUATION
To demonstrate how this dataset can be used and to evaluate what
AAR performance can be achieved with this dataset, we trained and
tested a Naive Bayes (NB) classifier. NB was chosen because it has
a good complexity to performance ratio for AAR [10, 12]. We used
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data from 6 subjects and 6 activities that contained sufficient labeled
data so that leave-one-out cross-validation could be used. The activ-
ities shown in Table 3 were used during the evaluation, excluding
null and other. Increased complexity in the classification problem
was achieved by using 6 instead of 5 activities by dividing walking
into walking-natural and walking-rider. We used 21 summary
statistics that are commonly used for Activity Recognition (AR) [12]
to describe the data: minimum, maximum, mean, standard devia-
tion, median, 25th and 75th percentile, mean low pass signal, mean
rectified high pass, skewness, kurtosis, zero-crossing rate, principal
frequency, spectral energy, frequency entropy, and the six most
dominant frequency component magnitudes. The evaluations were
performed using Matlab [15]. We used only the magnitude of the
3D vector (ℓ2-norm) of the accelerometer because it is orientation-
independent and energy efficient [12]. The data was standardized
through a Z-transformation while the test set was not used to calcu-
late the mean and standard deviation. Data was balanced by simul-
taneously using random under-sampling [5] for majority classes
and the Synthetic Minority Over-sampling Technique (SMOTE) for
minority classes [1]. The classification performances (accuracy and
F1) for all scenarios are shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Comparison of the effect of complexity, tuning,
and balancing on performance

The results in Figure 3 show that the F1 performance for a simpler
AAR task improved by tuning (1.6 %) and just slightly by balanc-
ing (0.6 %). In a more complex scenario with 6 activities, the im-
provements were 1.6 %, and 0.5 %, respectively. In this scenario, the
balancing did slightly improve the F1 performance but decreased
accuracy. The decreased accuracy is probably due to the random
under-sampling of the majority classes, which worsened their true
positive rates. Thus, balancing through random under-sampling
should only be done when the minority class is important. There
was a 11.2 % drop in accuracy, and 13.7 % drop in F1-performance
when the complexity of the AAR task was increased from 5 to 6
activities.

Figure 4 shows the confusion matrix for AAR with 6 activities.
Thematrix shows the aggregated results of leave-one-out validation.
The training data was balanced, and tuning was used. The last two
columns denote the percentage of true and false positives per class.
The eating activity is confused with standing and walking. This
can be explained because during grazing and eating the horses are
either standing still or slowly walking. Galloping and trotting are
also often confused; this is not surprising because these activities

largely overlap. A part of this confusion can also occur due to
miss interpretation by the annotator during labeling as it is not
always clear when the activity transitions occur. Walking-natural
and walking-rider are mostly confused. The walking-rider class
(38 %) is much larger than the walking-natural class (4 %) and the
NB classifier is clearly biased towards the majority class, even when
balancing is applied. We think that this has to do with limitations
of the SMOTE [1] technique.

Figure 4: Predictions with 6 activities

Our results can probably be improved by investigating other fea-
tures, balancing techniques, and classifiers. Moreover, this dataset
can be used to exploit the potential of the vast amount of unlabeled
data (null) to improve AAR performance.

4 CONCLUSION
We discussed the data collection process and composition of an
extensive horse movement dataset. Moreover, we evaluated the
labeled data through a NB classifier. In our evaluation, balancing
the dataset was a trade-off between overall performance and the
performance of the minority class. It is an open research challenge
to improve or eradicate this trade-off. It seems somewhat wasteful
to use random under-sampling since we are effectively discarding
valuable labeled data. Therefore, we would like to invite other
researchers to investigate better solutions to the balancing trade-
off. Our results showed that parameter tuning for the NB improved
the F1 performance. The balancing of the data slightly improved
the F1 performance with less than a percent and even worsened the
accuracy when using 6 activities. This dataset allows researchers to
exploit the vast amount of null data to improve the performances
we reported in this paper and address open research challenges.
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